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the band  & their songs

About the song 

LISTEN TO  
YOUR HEART
If you turn up the radio, Roxette´s Listen 
to your Heart is one of the most popular 
Songs for over 30 years now. Probably you 
have a little memory that makes you smile 
while listening to the song or just singing 
along, having a good time when the song 
was played. In 2019 the death of Marie 
Fredriksson showed the importance of 
Roxette as a part of European pop culture.

MY DARK FATE covered the song for a live 
show in 2020 – it sounded pretty cool and 
mighty. So, the band, just tracking vocals 
for their debut album, decided to record 
the song as a darker colored cover version 
of Roxette´s original.

This is

MY DARK FATE 
MY DARK FATE is an Austrian groove 
metal band formed in 2019 in Tyrol. 

A strong combination of heavy rhythms, 
catchy melodies and a unique female voice 
turns the sound of MY DARK FATE into a 
modern symbiosis.

The vocalist, Brigitte Lechner, switches 
between feminine tones and death 
growls and writes the lyrics. Dominik 
Lechner, also bassist of Liquid Steel 
and Christian Federer (drums) build a 
solid groove section. Both composers, 
Andreas Maierhofer (guitars) and Herbert 
Sopracolle (guitars), are known for their 
former project Lost Dreams and carry 
on their many years of death metal 
experience now in MY DARK FATE.  

Brigitte Lechner // vocals
Andreas Maierhofer // guitars
Herbert Sopracolle // guitars
Dominik 'Monte' Lechner // bass
Christian Federer // drums

BIO & SONG
origin: Austria, Tyrol

album: No Prophecy, autumn 2022

https://liquidsteel.at/
https://de-de.facebook.com/LostDreamsMetal/
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